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Hello athletes!

As the COVID-19 Pandemic continues to create challenges for everyone's lives and looks to impact the

2020-21 Curling Season, I felt that I should reach out to assure you that all Cold Granite Companies

events, camps, and instruction sessions that are held will endeavor to follow the most applicable safety

measures and policies to ensure all participant's safety. That being said, there will be some risk and I

completely understand and encourage teams, coaches, and individual athletes to make the best

choice for their own safety as well as the safety of those around them.

Because of the concern that the Competitive Curling Season is likely to be severely impacted it is my

intent to try to provide as many competition opportunities in a safe environment as is possible.

Currently we have three events on the schedule:

US Open Contender

Four Seasons Curling Club - Blaine, Minnesota

September 11 - September 13

Men and Women

$400 Entry

(no points based on WCF decIsion)

US Open Mixed Doubles

Four Seasons Curling Club - Blaine, Minnesota

November 13 - November 15

Mixed Doubles

$400 Entry

(Points TBD)

US Open Championships

Four Seasons Curling Club - Blaine, Minnesota

December 31 - January 3

Men and Women

$1100 Entry

(points TBD)

I am in the process of evaluating some creative ideas around a smaller series of local events to be

hosted in the Twin Cities later in the season. This series of events would be 2 pools of 6 teams per

gender playing over three day weekends. I am still working out timing and logistics of such events but

these could be rapidly deployed and organized depending on applicable policies for travel and other

considerations. More to come on this.

For now, thank you for your support of these events over the years and I am hoping that we can all

return to some sense of normalcy sooner than later.

Until then, please be safe and be well!

#somethingHIGHER

Message from the Owner
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JohnBenton

https://www.coldgranite.com/contender
https://www.coldgranite.com/mixed-doubles
https://www.coldgranite.com/championships


General Policies for COVID-19
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As of 7/25/2020 everyone in attendance at a CGC event is required to wear
masks.

Locker Rooms will be closed. 
Please arrive dressed and ready to play. 
Shoes can be changed at the Home End of your playing sheet.

Do not gather or mingle in the lobby before or after games.

Hammer and stone color will be pre-determined.
Staff will determine all hammers and stone colors.

Entrance to the ice will be based on who has hammer (FSCC).
Teams WITH HAMMER will enter the FSCC ice from the scoreboard end
entrance.
Teams WITHOUT HAMMER will enter the FSCC ice from the restaurant end
entrance.
This will eliminate crowding by keeping four people on each end of a sheet to
change shoes and get ready to play.

Only ice technicians should handle ice making equipment. 
No player should handle

Scraper
Nipper
Pebbling Equipment

Ice Cleaning Equipment.
Sanitized by staff before each game.
When cleaning ice, players doing the cleaning should follow these steps.

Remove gloves. 
Sanitize hands.
Clean ice.
Sanitize hands again.



Game Play Policies for COVID-19
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Masks are required.

No handshakes or elbow bumps.
A simple “Good Curling” or “Good luck” will suffice.

Only Thirds / Vice Skips to interact with scoreboards. 

Do not touch any stones, other than the ones you are throwing. 
All players retrieve their own stones for shooting.
At the completion of an end, one player from each team (typically the person in
charge of the House) should use his or her feet to clear his or her team’s stones
from play.

When measuring, players doing the measure should follow these steps.
Remove gloves. 
Sanitize hands.
Do measurement.
Sanitize hands again.

Only one sweeper per stone.  
No relaying the sweep (sweeper switches with team-mate halfway down the
ice).
Skip/Vice-Skip also should not assist sweeping.  

Non-delivering team Skip may not enter the house until it becomes necessary
to sweep behind the Tee Line or opposing Skip relinquishes control.

Non-delivering team locations.
Skip stands behind the playing end Hack.
Sweepers stand near the center of the ice.
Next to deliver can be at the delivering end courtesy line.
Always social distance from other players on your sheet and neighboring sheets.

Delivering team locations.
Skip in the House.
Shooter in the Hack. 
Single Sweeper at the near Tee Line.
Timer at the near Hogline (opposite of Next to Deliver from opposition).

Beverages and Water Bottles.
Please remove all beverage containers and personal items from the ice after
your game.


